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Abstract—When designing a representation, a designer implicitly formulates a method required to understand and use the
representation effectively. This paper aims at making the method explicit, in order to help designers elicit their design choices. In
particular, we present a set of concepts to systematically analyze what a user must theoretically do visually to find information.
The analysis consists in a decomposition of the activity of scanning into elementary visualization operations. We show how the
analysis applies on various existing representation, and how expected benefits can be expressed in terms of elementary
operations. The decomposition highlights the challenges encountered by a user when figuring out a representation, and helps
designer to exhibit possible flaws in their design.The set of elementary operations form the basis of a shared, common language
for representation designers.
Index Terms—Visualization, Infovis, Design Rationale, Visual design.
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INTRODUCTION

Designing representation is often considered as a craft that requires a
lot of iteration, experience and testing before considered achieved.
During iteration, designers have to choose between particular designs.
They choose with a mix of ad-hoc testing, discussing with users,
controlled experiments, and personal or user preferences. The
outcome is a set of fixed representations (often only one), which is a
compromise between all the considered, prototyped representations.
These ways of designing is either costly (control experiment), or
error-prone or leading to non-optimal results (ad-hoc testing, personal
preference). Though a number of theoretical works help to explain the
strengths or weaknesses of visualization [2][3][5][8][22][23], no
method exists that helps comparing similar representations in order to
choose one of them, based on a systematic analysis.
In fact, when designing a representation, a designer implicitly
formulates a method required to understand and use the representation
effectively. For example, reading a city map requires scanning it, find
noteworthy locations (metro stations, squares...), devise a path to go
from one point to another etc. As we will see, resolving a problem
with a representation may not be immediately apparent. As a
representation is a compromise, it makes some visualization tasks
“evident”, with solutions that “pops out”, but makes other tasks more
complicated, sometimes tricky. For this last kind of visualization
tasks, it’s like interacting with the eyes only: though not interacting
with the visualization, user has to figure out a solution to the problem
by scanning the picture, seeking graphics, memorizing things etc.
This paper presents a method and related concepts to analyze how a
user deciphers a representation. The goal of the paper is not to show
better designs for a particular problem. Rather, the goal of the paper is
to present a method that exhibits the required steps to figure out a
particular representation. The method consists in decomposing
visualization task in elementary visual operation (a la Keystroke [7]).
We argue that most explanation given by designers about their design
can be expressed in terms of elementary operations, and we show how
a particular design improves the accomplishment of operations.
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RELATED WORK

We based our work on previous works that can be roughly divided in
two groups. The first one is about theories and design guidelines for
visualization. The second one relates various models, whose primary
objective is to modelize human perception. A third part is devoted to
Semiology of Graphics [5], as it is used extensively in the paper.
2.1
Theories and design
Bertin ([5] p148) pointed the problem of scanning what he considers
“figuration” (i.e. bad design). He depicts how the eye scans a graphic.
During scanning, the eye jumps from one mark to the other, while
experiencing perturbation by other marks. The eye then focuses on
particular marks to gather visual information. Bertin also introduces
the Semiology of Graphics, which is described in another subsection.
Furnas devised the requirements for effective view navigation (small
views, limited number of actions to move around, discoverable route
to any target) [12].
Tufte offers guidelines and principles to attain “graphical excellence
and integrity” [22]. Principles include using quantitative visual
variables, or using text to disambiguate wherever needed.
Card and al. proposed a taxonomy of visualization. Transformation
from data to graphics are classified with Stevens and Bertin data-type
scale (N, O, Q) [6]. MacKinlay designed an automatic system based
on the properties of visual variables [17] [18].
Green identified cognitive dimensions of notation, which helps
designers share a common language when discussing about design
[14]. They help making explicit what a notation is supposed to
improve, or fail to support. Cognitive dimensions are based on
activities typical of the use of interactive systems such as
incrementation or transcription. However, they are high-level
descriptions, and do not detail visualization tasks. Our work has
means and goals (description, and production of a shared language)
than cognitive dimensions, but specialized to visualization.
2.2
Models of perception and action
The keystroke-level model helps to compute the time needed to
perform an interaction [7]. The CIS model is a model that takes into
account the context in which the interaction takes place [4]. Both
keystroke and CIS are based on a descriptive model of the interaction,
by decomposing it into elementary operations. They are also
predictive models, i.e. they can help compute a measurement of
expected effectiveness, and enable quantitative comparisons between
interaction techniques. These tools have proved to be accurate and
efficient when designing new interfaces.
The Act-R model aims at providing tools that simulate human
perception and reasoning [2][3]. Act-R uses features of representation

similar to Bertin. However, the tool is not targeted towards designer,
as its purpose is to modelize human behavior so as to anticipate realworld usage. It does not take into account some arrangement such as
ordered, or quantitative layout, nor a description of how a
representation is supposed to be used. Act-R has tentatively been used
to carry out autonomous navigation of graphical interface, together
with the SegMan perception/action substrate [21]. However the
interfaces used as testbed are target toward WIMP application, which
do not exhibit high-level properties such as Bertin’s ones.
Eye tracking enables researchers to analyze what users look at when
solving a problem. However, a large part of the literature is devoted to
how to process tracking data so as to be able to analyze them [10] [19]
[20].
The previous models are incomplete with respect to high-level
properties on which designers rely. The next subsection discusses
those properties, which stem from Bertin’s Semiology of Graphics.
2.3
Semiology of graphics
Semiology of graphics is a theory of abstract graphical representation
such as maps or bar charts [5]. It describes and explains the
perceptual phenomenon and properties underlying the act of reading
abstract graphics. We use this theory as the basis for the analysis of
representation scanning.
Semiology of graphics relies on the characterization of data to be
represented (the data type), and the perceptual properties of the visual
variables used in a representation, such as color or shape. The
characterization of data distinguishes three types:
•
•
•

Nominal: are only equal or different to other values (e.g. a
name of a metro station)
Ordered: obey a < relation (e.g. a rank in a list),
Quantitative: can be manipulated by arithmetic (e.g. a weight,
a cardinal, a price).

Nominal: are only equal or different to other values (e.g. a name of a
metro station),
Ordered: obey a < relation (e.g. a rank in a list),
Quantitative: can be manipulated by arithmetic (e.g. a weight, a
cardinal, a price).
Abstract representations are a set of marks (be it a point, a line, or a
zone) on a blank sheet. Marks use visual variables such as shape,
color, luminosity, size, position etc. Visual variables can also be
characterized by their perceptual properties. They can help a reader to:
Selective: …filter marks, in a glance (e.g. all red marks among other
colored marks with the same values for all visual variables but color).
Associative: …ignore differences (eg. all red marks among other
colored marks whatever their shape)
Ordered: …order marks (e.g from light to dark)
Quantitative: …quantify differences between marks (e.g. twice as
large)
A faithful representation uses an adequate mapping between data and
visual variables (types must match). For example, colour cannot
convey ordered or quantitative information. And even though
“quantitative” implies “ordered”, a quantitative visual variable makes
it hard to order information.
Bertin also defines three levels of reading a representation: the
elementary level, which enables the reader to “unpack” visual
variables of a single mark, the middle level, which enables the reader
to perceive a size-limited pattern or regularity, and the global level,
which enables the reader to grasp the representation as a whole, and
sees at a glance emergent visual information.
3

THEORETICAL SCANNING OF REPRESENTATION

As said before, when designing a representation, a designer implicitly
formulates a method required to understand and use the

representation effectively. The work presented here is a analysis of
this method, a way to make it explicit.
When trying to solve a problem with a representation, a user fulfils a
visualization task, i.e. a set of visual and memory operations. A
visualization task can be decomposed into a sequence of steps. Each
steps requires a sequence of elementary visualization operations to be
accomplished. Operations include entering the representation,
memorizing information, seeking a subset of marks, unpack a mark
and verifying a predicate, seeking and navigating among a subset of
marks, exiting from the representation. As we will see in the
remaining, operations are facilitated by the use of (possibly) adequate
visual cues (Bertin’s selection: colour, size, alignment).
In the following, we analyze theoretical scanning of representation.
We qualify scanning as theoretical because we analyze an idealized
way of navigating through the representation. The scanning is ideal
when the user knows exactly what she is looking for, how to use the
representation so as to step through with the minimum, but necessary,
amount of steps, and act accordingly. Thus, we do not take into
account other phenomena such as learning, understanding, error,
chance, or personal perceptual disabilities (like color blindness). This
is similar to the approach taken with the Keystroke-level model: when
applying a decomposition, the designer analyzes an idealized
interaction, as if the user knows exactly what she has to do to, acts
accordingly, and without any errors nor hesitation.
The next section shows with an example how to perform an analysis
of representation scanning. Based on this, we detailed further the
steps and operations required, and what factors affect users efficiency
at achieving them.
4

A FIRST GLIMPSE: BUS SCHEDULE REPRESENTATION

There is no such thing as an absolute effective representation: to be
effective, a representation must reduce the amount of work required to
fulfil a task. Thus, we need an analysis of the activity to identify the
tasks, before assessing if a representation is adequate. The problem to
be solved by a user is to answer the following question: “I am at the
IUT Rangueil station, it is 14h18. How long should I wait for the next
bus to station Université Paul Sabatier?”. The user knows that two
bus lines go to the destination (bus #68 and #108).
Fig. 1 is an excerpt of a typical representation of a bus schedule. The
display is a physical panel at station booth, on which lay paper sheets
with a table containing the time of passage at stations for a line during
one day. The drawing overlaid over the representation shows the ideal
visualization tasks a user has to perform when trying to answer the
question. A circle depicts an eye reading, an arrow an eye movement.
A red shape depicts an intermediate operation inside a step, while a
green shape depicts the last operation of a step. Some circles are both
red and green because of back steps over a previously visited mark.
Fig. 1 shows multiple strategies to answer the question. The
following details the second one (corresponding to line 108), but the
same reasoning applies to the other one (line 68). The step number are
in the form x.y.z, which means that step y is the yth substep of step x,
and step z, the zth step of step y.
Step 0: the user should memorize two bus line numbers, and the
current time
Step 1: the user should find a correct bus line. The number of the line
is represented with a text, with large typeset and a bold face, placed at
the top-right corner of a paper sheet.
Step 1.2: the user should find the correct destination (here “IUT
Rangueil”) among a list of stations. The list is a subset of marks of
kind “text”, aligned vertically, with no marks in-between. The station
are ordered according to the rank of station along the line.
Step 1.3: the user must find a compatible time of passage. He has to
navigate through a row of texts that displays hour and minute for each
bus passage. As the X dimension is multiplexed over Y, the user may
not find a compatible time in this row: he has to start Step 1.2 over by
moving to the next row (Step 1.4). Finally, the user finds a

compatible time when he finds the first time of passage that is superior
to the current time.
Step 2: the user has to perform mental computation (a difference
between two times) to find the duration before the next bus.

5.3
Seeking a subset of marks
When users search for line bus information, they have to search for a
subset of all the marks in the representation. In order to find the
correct line, the user has to navigate from line number to line number.
Perceiving a subset is made easier with selective visual variables:
marks can be extracted from the soup of all marks at one glance,
which narrows down the number of marks to consider. For example,
the number of the bus line is represented with a text, with a large
typeset, a bold face, and placed at the top-right corner of the sheet.
The size and position of bus line number make the marks selectable.
Furthermore, when elements in a subset are closed enough, no other
in-between element perturbs the navigation from mark to mark. The
list is even easier to navigate in, as marks are aligned horizontally or
vertically list (or in other words, marks differ by only one dimension
(X or Y)).
On the opposite, perceiving a subset can be harder in presence of
similar marks that do not belong to the considered subset. All time
information has similar properties, except for the start time of each
bus, which is bold. If it were regular, it would be harder to find in a
glimpse the starting time of bus.
5.4
Unpack a mark and verifying a predicate
When the user sees a candidate mark, she has to assess it against a
predicate. In the tabular bus schedule example, the user has to find a
line number that matches one of the correct bus. Assessing a predicate
may require extracting or unpacking [1] visual dimension from a
mark. This is what Bertin calls “elementary reading”. Assessing a
predicate may require cognitive comparison to memorized
information (is that bus number a memorized one?), or visual
comparison with another mark (example in the following).

Fig. 1 : A bus schedule representation with the required steps to find
particular information.

5

ELEMENTARY OPERATIONS

This section details the various elementary operations required to
implement the steps. For each operation, we detail it, and give
elements that aid or hinder operation achievement.
5.1
Entering the representation
A representation is rarely used in isolation. Users are surrounded by
different representation from various systems. When they solve a
problem, users may have to transform the input they have access to,
into the language of the considered representation. In the bus
schedule example, they may translate the representation of a time
they see on a watch, into numbers in the form hh:mm so as to comply
with the ordered-by-time menu-like vertical representation. Taking
into account this step is important when a switch of representation
does not require translation, and makes the second representation
easier to apprehend.
5.2
Memorizing information
Users have to know which information to seek. They have to
memorize these information, so as to compare them to the
information that arise from the representation. As we have seen in
the examples, different representations require different memory
capacity, which may hinder performances. For example, in the tabular
bus scheduling view, users have to use three cells of information:
current time, 68 and 108. Memory requirements are overlooked when
comparing visualization: memory fades with time, and considering
the number of steps required with tabular representation, users may
have forgotten important information before the end of the scanning.

5.5
Seeking and navigating among a subset of marks
Among a subset, a user may search for a particular mark. If marks are
displayed in a random position, finding a mark requires a linear, oneby-one scanning of marks, with a predicate verification for each. The
time needed is O(n). If marks are ordered (as in the ordered-by-time
schedule), a user can find this regularity to speed up navigation, for
example, by using a dichotomy approach, which leads to a O(log(n)).
If marks are displayed at quantitative position, we can hope for O(1).
However, it may require secondary marks, such as a scale ticks and
legend: in this case, scanning is split into two phases: navigating into
the scale first, then into primary marks.
Navigating inside a list of texts is equivalent to reading a menu, for
which performance may be known quite accurately [9]. However,
some graphical elements may hinder navigation. For example,
navigating in a row surrounded by other rows, such as in a matrix, is
difficult. It is the equivalent of a visual steering law: it requires that
the eye be capable to stay in a tunnel. Some representation are
supposed to aid, but has not be proved effective (think of excel sheet
that are supposed to facilitate the task with one on two colored row).
This depends on the width of the tunnel. Navigating inside a vertical
list of text is easier than navigating in a horizontal one, since a
horizontal row is as narrow as the height of a glyph.
5.6
Exiting from the representation
As much as users have to translate information into the language of
the representation, users have to translate back the information to the
problem. In the bus schedule example, the information to get is the
waiting time for the next bus. The tabular representation does no give
the information directly, as it requires a mental computation. In the
city map example, translating map direction to real-world or
recognizing street layout is easier if the map is oriented like the terrain
(North of map matching the actual North direction).

6

FORMULATING DESIGN RATIONALE

We argue that designers implicitly design a method composed the
elementary operations when they invent new representation. We also
think that most explanation given by designers can be expressed in
terms of elementary operations, and in particular in how a particular
design improves operation achievement. In the following, we present
various designs for bus schedule and ATC strip papers. We express
the expected gains with the concepts presented above. We balance the
claims by our own analysis, and possible lost of performance due to
non-support of overlooked operation. We based our analysis on
existing literature when available, or by directly interviewing
designers.
6.1

Ordered-by-time linear representation
Fig. 3 : SpiraClock

6.3

Quantitative linear representation

Fig. 2 : An ordered-by-time bus schedule representation with the
required steps to find particular information.

The bus company proposes the representation in Fig. 2 on its web
site. It displays an ordered list of time of passage at the departure
station along the X dimension, with the corresponding bus as a cell
containing a background color and white text. The required steps are:
•
•
•
•
•

Step 0: memorize current time (memorization)
Step 1: find the first time superior to the current time (predicate)
Step 2: find next compatible bus (predicate)
Step 3: find the associated time (seeking a mark)
Step 4: compute the waiting time before the passage (exiting)

The following operation may be eased by the design:
seeking and navigating among a subset of marks: as time of passage
are displayed in a ordered manner, it may ease navigation
seeking a subset of marks: the user can select elements at the right of
step 2 (selection based on location).
6.2
Spiral representation
SpiraClock is an interactive tool that displays nearby events inside an
“analog clock” (according to their authors [11]). Time is mapped to
angle, but nothing is mapped to radius, which allows representing
more information by multiplexing the angle over the radius (Fig. 3).
The watch also displays the current time, and adapts the event
occurrences accordingly. The occurrence of the event is actually
depicted by the “most recent” limit of a “slice”. A duration is a
relative angle, or a curvilinear distance, which makes it represented in
a quantitative way (more accurately on the exterior of the spiral (i.e.
for close events) than in the interior). There is also a scale depicted
with black squares along the circle. The designers considered that
adding textual information about hours is useless, as the design uses a
common/known reference (a watch) and because the visualization is
focused on current time. The steps required to answer the question are:
Step 0: memorize two bus colors (memorization)
Step 0: find the end of minute hand (seeking a mark)
Step 2: find the next matching colored mark (i.e. corresponding to
line 68 or 108) (seeking a mark)
Step 3: evaluate the distance between the matching mark and the
minute hand, and estimate the waiting time (unpack and exiting)
The following operation may be eased by the design:
exiting: with SpiraClock, a rough idea of the waiting time is directly
visible, as it is proportional to distance, and the design uses a known,
shared scale.

Fig. 4 : A linear, quantitative bus schedule representation with the
required steps to find particular information

Fig. 4 shows a representation based on a linear quantitative scale.
Each colored rectangle is a passage of a bus at the departure station.
The horizontal position of a rectangle corresponds to the time of
passage, and is multiplexed along the vertical dimension. To aid
navigation, a linear scale is provided, with textual information about
hours, and small ticks to mark quarters between hours. The procedure
to find the next bus consists in finding the hour, then the quarter
corresponding to the minute. Starting from this position, the user must
look at the colored marks, and sweep horizontally until the next
colored mark. The distance between the mark and the position on the
scale gives the time to wait for the bus (no computation is needed).
The firsts steps correspond to the act of entering the representation. If
users had a watch with a similar linear layout, it may have been easier.
This representation is denser than SpiraClock: it displays all the
needed information, and is thus suitable for other tasks, such as
finding a bus at a particular time in the future. It does not require an
interactive system, and can be printed on a sheet of paper. The spiral
equivalent is shown Fig. 5. Compared to the other SpiraClock, a scale
is necessary to find a time quickly (seeking and navigating). However,
seeking an event requires a steering law inside a narrow spiral, which
is hard to do.

Fig. 5 : SpiraClock, showing more information.

6.4
ATC strip papers
The activity of Air Traffic Controllers (ATCos) consists in
maintaining a safe distance between aircrafts by giving clearances to
pilots (heading, speed, or level (altitude) orders). ATCos must detect
potential conflicts in advance. To do so, they use various tools,
including a radar view, and flight strips [16]. A flight strip is a paper
that shows the route followed by an airplane when flying in a sector
(Fig. 6). The route is presented as an ordered sequence of cells, each
cell corresponding to a beacon, with its name, and its time of passage.
Controllers lay paper strip on a strip board, usually by organizing them
in column. The layout of strips on a board, though physical, can be
considered as a representation, as much as the radar image.

Fig. 7 : scanning on regular ATC paper strip.

Prospective systems aim at replacing papers with entirely digital
systems, so as to capture clearances into the system (currently the
system is not aware of clearances from the controllers to the pilots).
Those systems replicate partly the existing representation, and we
show in the following how they compare with respect to
representation scanning.

Fig. 6 : An ATC paper strip.

One of the activities of a controller is to integrate the arrival of a
flight into the current traffic. To do so, the controller has to check that
for each beacon crossed by the new flight, no other flights cross this
particular beacon at the same time. Fig. 7 shows the corresponding
theoretical scanning, with typical paper strips organized in column.
The steps are:
• Step 0: find the beacon texts on the arrival strip, and for each
beacon (horizontal text list scanning, with no perturbation), do the
following steps (seeking and navigating)
• Step 0.1: memorize the beacon text, find the minute information
(hour is usually not important), and memorize it (memorizing)
• Step 1: for each other strips (vertical rectangular shape list
scanning), do the following steps (seeking and navigating)
• Step 1.1: find the beacon texts, and for each beacon (horizontal
text list scanning, with no perturbation), do the following steps
(seeking and navigating)
• Step 1.1.1: compare the beacon text to the one memorized in step
0.1. If it is the same, find the minute text, compare it to the one
memorized in step 0.1. If the number is about the same (+-5 min),
find flight level, and check it and compare with memorized level.
If it is the same, do something to avoid a conflict. (predicate).

Fig. 8 : Scanning with paper strips in colored holders.

6.5
Strips in colored holders
The previous strip look and layout is typical to the En-Route control
centre at Bordeaux, France. In other En-Route control centres, people
use rigid, colored holders in which they slide a paper strip. The look
of strips is different, since each strip is surrounded by the colored
frame of the holder. Fig. 8 shows a theoretical scanning with
coloured strip holders : red is for North-South flights (odd flight
level), while green is for South-North flights (even flight level).
Because of the different parity, controllers are sure that red and green

flights never enter into conflict. Red holders can quickly be extracted
from green ones (selection based on color). Hence, colored strip
holders enable controllers to narrow the set of flights to compare with
the new one, and lower the number of required steps accordingly
(seeking and navigating). Holder color can also ease predicate
verification: holder color of the arriving strip can be matched easily to
holder color of other strips, without requiring the user to determine if
it’s a North-South or a South-North flight.

Fig. 10 : A pen-based digital stripping system, that enable highlighting
of information.
Fig. 9 : A refinement of paper strips, in which beacons are highlighted.

Fig. 9 shows a refinement of paper strips in which beacons are in
Bold Face. This is supposed to facilitate beacons navigation (seeking
and navigating), as they are selectable from other marks. For
example, the font of beacons on strip is similar to the font of other
text (such as hour, or departure airport): users may look at those other
marks and spend time to discover that they do not belong to the
subset they seek in.
6.6
Pen-based digital stripping system
Fig. 10 shows a digital, pen-based system, that adds an interaction
allowing the controller to press a beacon cell, so as to highlight in red
the minutes of passage over that beacon on other strips. This facilitates
seeking and navigating, as it reduces the subset of marks to consider
when comparing times of passage.
Fig. 11 : Dynastrip.

6.7
Dynastrip
Dynastrip displays beacons in a quantitative way, since time is
mapped to X (Fig. 11) [13]. All time scales are aligned across strips.
The main goal of Dynastrip is to display position relative to route in
the strip, which adds information. Dynastrip designers also hoped that
it would enable controllers to catch conflicts: if beacons with the
same text are vertically aligned, it means that multiple flights pass
over the same beacon at the same time. On Fig. 11, three flights pass
over AGN at roughly the same time. Integrating a strip thus requires
to step through all beacons of the arriving flight, and for each beacon
do a visual vertical steering to see if a beacon is in the “tunnel”, and
compare the beacon with the considered one (seeking and
navigating).

6.8

Relative position of flight between beacons

Fig. 12 : digital strips with dynamic gradients.

The designer of the gradient in Fig. 12 hoped that users would
benefit from knowing where a plane is compared to the prevision.
However, it requires a not-so-easy translation back to the conceptual
problem (exiting). The gradient position is quantitative, and reflects
the position of the plane between two beacons. Since beacon
distances are arbitrary, the (invisible) scale inside each cell is
different. The user has to compute this distance by using knowledge
of the airspace configuration.
The designer also states that it enables the user to assess quickly if a
flight is going to get out of the sector: if the gradient is in the last
beacon, then the controller should perform a “shoot request” to the
next sector. However this requires that the user first assess which
beacon is the last one, then assesses if the gradient is in the
corresponding cell. A further design that aligns the cell to the right
(i.e. to the last flown over beacon) eases this task (Fig. 13), as it only
requires checking if a gradient reached a right-most cell by scanning
through the corresponding column (in other words, do a selection
according to the X visual variable) (seeking and navigating).

Fig. 13 : digital strips with dynamic gradients aligned to left

7

VALIDITY AND LIMITATION

Theoretical scanning is, as it name implies, only theoretical. We do
not know if it holds in real world, which questions the validity of the

work presented here. However, we think that designers implicitly rely
on theoretical scanning (though designers expectation do not always
stand against reality [15]). A deeper understanding of the phenomena
is thus necessary, to explicit design choices and expected benefit, and
to get a reasonable confidence in the design.
Bertin’s semiology of graphics has not been assessed, neither Furnas’
Effective View Navigation. Nevertheless their concepts permeate a
large number of visualization design. They allow identifying relevant
concepts and dimensions when analyzing or designing new
visualization. We think that the elementary operations that we
identified in this paper will serve as a similar framework for
representation rationale. In the same way, we do not know if
navigation in an ordered set is easier than in a random set, and if
navigation in a quantitative one is easier than in ordered subset.
Again, a number of visualization rely on it: making it explicit helps
designer think about the effectiveness of their design.
The absence of distinction between “beginners” and “experts” seems
doubtful as well. This is clearly the case with the ATC example: we
know that ATC controllers do not scan the strips the way we
theorized it. They heavily used their knowledge of the sector,
recurrent problems and recurrent aircraft, to detect conflicts. Again,
our description aimed at expliciting what the visualization enables for
a naïve reader. However, during a course of action, ATC controllers
regularly do what they call a “tour of the radar image”, or a “tour of
the strip board”, so as to check “everything”. In this case, they are
supposed to heavily scan both representation, and may exhibit some
of the theorized behaviour. Furthermore, we observed that ATC
controller makes error when training on a new sector, because some
representations have flaws. Flaws are compensated by expertise,
which is somewhat related to knowledge in the head and memory (in
some cases, an ATC controller is considered as expert on a sector
after 2 years of training). However, in high load situations, with lots
of aircraft, or with particular problematic conditions such as
unexpected storms, the representation is becoming more important,
and controllers may exhibit the theorized behaviour.
8

CONCLUSION AND RESEARCH AGENDA

In this paper, we presented a method to analyze theoretical scanning
of graphical representation. We defined a set of elementary
operations, and argue that rationale for design can be expressed in
terms of elementary operations. We showed on various examples how
such an analysis can be achieved, and how gains and lost can be
explained with elementary operations. The set of elementary
operations form the basis of a shared, common language for
representation designers.
We have successfully applied the analysis method presented here on
other representation, such as calendars (month, week and day view),
items rating by customers in online stores, widgets, or radar images.
Further research is clearly needed, for which we formulate the
following research agenda. First, we need to conduct experiments to
compare real world representation scanning to theory. We are
currently doing this using eye-tracking system. Results should
validate and invalidate the arguments presented here (but again,
arguments come from designer expectancy). Based on the results, and
with more experience, we should refine and extend the set of
elementary operations. The second step would be to measure the
elementary operations under various conditions, so as to turn the
descriptive model into a predictive model. This would complement
the Act-R model, which does not take into account some of the
expected phenomena presented here.
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